
 
 

 
Gulfnet Communication brings 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil to Kuwait 

for Free  

Kuwait May 2014: Gulfnet Communications (Gulfnet), the first internet service 

provider in the Gulf region, has launched its World Cup 2014 promotion that offers its 

valued customers the chance to enjoy the World Cup games for free when subscribing 

for any of the internet service speeds. Gulfnet Communications (Gulfnet) always assures 

in providing its customers with the best value to facilitate their lives, therefore 

customers can you enjoy 4MB internet speeds or above with low installments starting 

from KD10 a month, this package will ensure that all football fans will enjoy all the 

action of the world cup at their convenience.  

Chairman of the Executive Board of Gulfnet, Dr. Ahmad Salih commented on the new 

promotion launch: “since we believe in bringing value and the best experience for our 

customers, we are pleased to offer the 2014 FIFA World Cup BrazilTM at no additional 

charge when customers subscribe for or extend their internet service with us. The World 

Cup tournament that is being held in Brazil is a unique sports event, watched by billions 

around the world and this year we are looking into celebrating this global event with our 

customers. We at Gulfnet Communications (Gulfnet) are constantly striving to reach out 

to our customers and fulfill all their internet needs and requirements; therefore we are 

offering them the chance to enjoy the experience of the World Cup for free when 

subscribing for a yearly internet package on installments starting from 4MB.” 

Dr. Saleh also added: “Gulfnet Communications (Gulfnet) is pleased to offer this 

package for a limited time with a monthly installment of KD10 only, where our 

customers are entitled to get the beIN Sports package for a duration of one year for free 

which includes all the sports channels as well as the high quality HD channels allocated 

to broadcast the World Cup games, in addition to high internet speed.” 

For more information and inquiries regarding Gulfnet Communications (Gulfnet) visit the 

company website www.gulfnet.com.kw or call the customer service on 1816666. For all 

football lovers out there, hurry up! This offer is for a limited time only.  
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